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Connection to CCA

❖ ECM, raising: English perspective

❖ Clause reduction (CP omission) in non-finite clauses 
(not in finite contexts)

❖ No Improper A-after A’
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T
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Reasons to question this approach

❖ Clause reduction is attested robustly cross-
linguistically in the context of restructuring (and 
beyond). Languages that demonstrably allow clause 
reduction do not necessarily allow ECM.

❖ Typologically, attitude complements (the typical 
ECM complements in English) are non-reduced, least 
dependent, least integrated.
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ECM in Germanic
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Two types of ECM

Small clause ECM and large clause ECM:

I saw/let him steal my ice cream.

Leo believes/expects me to like ice cream.
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Two types of ECM

Christopoulos and Wurmbrand To appear: 

❖ All Germanic languages allow small clause ECM.

❖ Only English and Icelandic allow ECM with believe.

❖ Some Mainland Scandinavian languages allow ECM 
with consider and/or expect, and there are further 
(language-specific) restrictions (see below).
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Small clause ECM
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Big clause ECM
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ECM in Germanic
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Language Small clause 
ECM

say/claim believe consider expect

Icelandic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N/A
English ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
Swedish ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Norwegian ✓ ✗ ✗ restricted restricted
German/Dutch ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

❖ Could this variation be handled via differences in 
CP-omission?

Implicational hierarchy of 
restructuring
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Restructuring
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Marek ją zdecydował się przeczytać 
Mark it decided REFL read.INF

‘Mark decided to read it.’ 
[Bondaruk 2004: 154, (57a)]

[matrix     X       [embedded clause     Y    ]]

Clitic climbing cross-linguistically
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Three types of complements

❖ Attitude, speech (fact-type)  
He claims to be a gardener.  
She believes him to be a spy.

❖ Future, irrealis (activity-type)  
I decided to water the plants tomorrow.

❖ Tenseless (implicative, aspectual, strong attempt)  
They tried/forgot/managed/began to water the 
plants (*tomorrow).
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Different types of restructuring?

Clitic climbing Attitude Future Tenseless
Type A ✗ ✗ ✗

Type B ✗ ✗ ✓
Type C ✗ ✓ ✓

❖ Variety of restructuring analyses (often incompatible)
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Missed: Implicational hierarchy

Clitic climbing Attitude Future Tenseless
Type A ✗ ✗ ✗

Type B ✗ ✗ ✓
Type C ✗ ✓ ✓

Unattested
✓  ✗  

✓
 
✗

Transparency clitic clitic clitic

The relevance of CP
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Czech restructuring
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Jirka se mu rozhodl pomoct  
Jirka se him decided help 
‘Jirka decided to help him.’

“clitic climbing in Czech is unrestricted. Clitics can climb out of any 
infinitival clause provided it is not a CP. In a corpus study (Dotlačil, 
2005), I went through around 30 verbs that embed infinitives. None 
of them is incompatible with clitic climbing.” [Dotlačil 2007: 80]

❖ Also: Wurmbrand 2001, Bondaruk 2004, Dotlačil 2004, Marušič 
2005, and others.

Polish żeby (C)
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Distribution (Citko 2012)

Requiring 
żeby 

amarzyć ‘dream’, krzyczeć ‘scream’, modlić się ‘pray’, nalegać ‘insist’, 
blagać ‘beg’, przypomnieć ‘remind’, ostrzegać ‘warn’, poinformować 
‘inform’, uprzedzić ‘warn’, przekonać ‘convince’, poprosić ‘ask’, 
błagać ‘beg’, zmusić ‘force’

Optional 
żeby 

chcieć ‘want’, postanowić ‘decide’, pragnać ‘desire’, planować ‘plan’, 
zgodzić się ‘agree’, lubić ‘like’, ośmielić się ‘dare’, mieć ochotę ‘feel 
like’, woleć ‘prefer’, proponować ‘propose’, uczyć ‘teach’, poradzić 
‘advise’, kazać ‘order’, polecić ‘recommend’, proponować ‘propose’

No żeby zdołać ‘manage’, mieć zamiar ‘intend’, zacząć ‘start’, musieć ‘must’, 
dać ‘let’

Attitude Future Tenseless
żeby obligatory optional impossible

Polish C & restructuring
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Polish C & restructuring
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Polish C & restructuring

❖ Both complementizers and wh-XPs block both clitic 
climbing and scrambling (focus scrambling may be possible)

❖ CPs block restructuring
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Attitude Future Tenseless
żeby obligatory optional impossible

CC, SCR impossible
possible but only 

when no C possible
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Not just about CP

Clitic climbing Attitude Future Tenseless
Type A ✗ ✗ ✗

Type B ✗ ✗ ✓
Type C ✗ ✓ ✓

Transparency clitic clitic clitic

Structure CP ? ?

Unattested ✓ ✗

Restructuring signature
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Finiteness: English

?? Leo tried that he would cut his hair.

Leo decided that he would cut his hair.

Leo claimed that he cut/will cut his hair.
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Finiteness Attitude Future Tenseless
English: Finite complement ✓ ✓ ✗

BCS: Non-finite complement ✗ ✓ ✓



Finiteness: BCS
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Finiteness Attitude Future Tenseless
English: Finite complement ✓ ✓ ✗

BCS: Non-finite complement ✗ ✓ ✓

Greek clause introducer
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Restructuring signature
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Attitude Future Tenseless
English: Finite complement ✓ ✓ ✗

BCS: Non-finite complement ✗ ✓ ✓

Greek clause introducer oti  
*na

oti  
na

*oti 
na

Polish żeby ogligatory optional impossible
Restructuring signature +P ±P  | +P  | −P −P

❖ This view suggests that restructuring should not be restricted 
to infinitives

❖ Restructuring despite finiteness (Progovac 1993a, b, 1994, 
1996, Stjepanović 2004)

❖ All three types of constructions (can) look the same at the 
surface: V {claim, decide, try}  DA   V.PRES

❖ Todorović and Wurmbrand 2015, 2016: the three constructions 
differ in several properties, which suggests the usual size 
restructuring (da is not necessarily a complementizer)
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Restructuring despite finiteness
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BCS:V da V.PRES Attitude Future Tenseless

Infinitival complement 
possible no yes yes

Overt subject in da 
complement possible yes yes no

Adverb/da ordering {da} ADV {*da} {da} ADV {da} {?-*da} ADV {da}

BCS restructuring signature BCS overt subjects
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BCS total
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claim decide try
Clitic climbing no yes/? yes
NPI/NC licensing by 
matrix NEG [P/S] no yes yes

wh ordering [P/S] matrix » 
embedded free free

Infinitival complement 
possible no yes yes

Overt subject in da 
complement possible yes yes no

Long passive (with INF) no no yes
Adverb/da ordering {da} ADV {*da} {da} ADV {da} {?-*da} ADV {da}

Complementation in Buryat  
(with T. Bondarenko)
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bɜšәg tumәn-ɜr bɜšә-žә ɜxilә-gd-ɜ  
letter.NOM Tumen-INSTR write-CONV1 begin-PASS-PRT1  
Lit. ‘The letter was begun to write by Tumen.’  
‘Tumen began to write the letter.’

lenә lizә-dә [ üšö nɜgә konfәtә ɜdi-x-ijә-n’ ] zübšö-gö  
Lena Liza-DAT [ more one sweet eat-POT-ACC-3 ] allow-PRT1  
‘Lena allowed Liza to eat one more sweet.’

sajәnә [ (bi) tɜrgә ɜmdәl-ә-b gɜžә ] mɜd-ɜ  
Sajana [ (1SG.NOM) cart break-PRT1-1SG COMP ] know-PRT1  
‘Sajanai found out that shei broke the cart.’  
(For example, she was drunk and didn’t remember it).
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3 types of complements Converb construction
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Verbs: begin, end, try, manage, dare, get.used.to, can
Long passive yes
Embedded subject no

Converb construction
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Verbs: begin, end, try, manage, dare, get.used.to, can
Tense mismatch with matrix no
Embedded negation no
Matrix licenses embedded NPIs no

Converb construction
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Tensless
Nominalization no
Complementizer no
Shifted indexicals no



Converb construction
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Tensless
Long passive yes
Embedded subject no
Tense mismatch with matrix no
Embedded negation no
Matrix licenses embedded NPIs no
Nominalization no
Complementizer no
Shifted indexicals no
Structure VP
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Nominalizations

Verbs: want, hear, see, be.shy, envy, allow, recommend, promise, decide, others.

Morphology Participles plus Case

Optional Possessive, reflexive marking
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Nominalizations

Nominalizations
Morphology Participles, case, possessive, reflexive
TMA potential, future, perfect, habitual
Long object movement no
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Nominalizations

Nominalizations

Case GEN or ACC (when not coreferent; co-reference/control 
requires reflexive marking on the nominalization); *NOM

Shifted indexicals no
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Nominalizations

Nominalizations — the middle class
Morphology Participles, case, possessive, reflexive
TMA potential, future, perfect, habitual
Long object movement no
Case of subject GEN or ACC (*NOM)
Shifted indexicals no
Structure TMA-domain, nP
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CP

CPs

TMA full clause
Long object movement no
Shifted indexicals yes
Case of subject NOM or ACC (*GEN)
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believe be.shy try
Construction CP Nominalization Converb

Long passive no no yes
TP: TMA elements, NEG yes yes no
CP: C, shifted indexicals yes no no
Embedded subject, Case NOM, ACC GEN, ACC *

CP TMA-domain VP

❖ Many (but not all) verbs of the be.shy (decide) class can also 
occur in the believe class 

❖ There is no mixing and matching of the properties in a single 
structure (e.g., *nominalization & C-elements)

Buryat summary

Back to the restructuring hierarchy
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Not just about CP

Clitic climbing Attitude Future Tenseless
Type A ✗ ✗ ✗

Type B ✗ ✗ ✓
Type C ✗ ✓ ✓

Transparency clitic clitic clitic

Structure CP TMA-domain vP/VP

Unattested ✓ ✗

Clausal domains

vP… (Θ domain)

TMA… (Φ domain) 

CP… (operator domain)

C

T

v
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From semantics to complexity

vP (Θ)

TMA (Φ)

CP (Ω)

C

T

v

Needed for propositional 
complements

Needed for future 
complements

Needed to be a 
complement
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Clausal domains
CP (Ω)

C

T

TMA (Φ)

vP (Θ)

v

+max

−max, −min

+min
complexitytransparency



Minimum clause size
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Attitude Future Tenseless
Semantic minimum C-domain TMA-domain 𝚯-domain

Syntax match CP 
+max −min

“TP” 
−max −min

vP  
−max +min

English QR

❖ Processing studies (Moulton 2007, Tanaka 2015) have shown 
that there seems to be a scale of difficulty for covert movement:

❖ Ungrammatical: out of islands

❖ From hardest (still better than islands) to easiest:  
finite CPs » non-restructuring infinitives » restructuring 
infinitives » simple predicates.

❖ If QR incurs a processing cost, syntactic complexity is exactly 
what is predicted to make things harder (cf. garden paths, 
center embedding).
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Variation (and its difficulties)
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Property X Attitude Future Tenseless Domain for X
Type A ✗ ✗ ✗ 𝚯-domain
Type B ✗ ✗ ✓ T-domain
Type C ✗ ✓ ✓ C-domain
Type D ✓ ✓ ✓ No domain

#1: Transparency properties

❖ Different licensing conditions for properties

❖ E.g., clitics are vP-bound in Type A languages
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Brazilian Portuguese (Type A)
❖ Does not allow clitic 

climbing out of any type 
of infinitive

❖ Try-type complements 
are still transparent (= 
smaller) in that 
embedded NPI/NC 
items can be licensed by 
matrix negation (in 
decide and claim 
contexts this is not 
possible).

#2: Neutralization

❖ Restructuring signature properties (also Givón’s 
generalizations - see below) are formulated as 
tendencies.  
Try-type complements tend to be non-finite and finite complements 
are impossible or marked.

❖ Languages may neutralize certain contrasts, but: they 
cannot go agains REST.HIER.

❖ Task for such cases: look elsewhere for complexity/
transparency effects
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#3: Vacuous structure
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Possible neutralizations Attitude Future Tenseless

Syntax match
CP 

+max −min
TMA 

−max −min
vP  

−max +min
Complements can be [+max] 
(Dutch, German)

CP 
+max −min

CP, TP 
±max −min

CP, TP, vP  
±max ±min

Polish, Greek, BCS  
żeby, oti: +max  
Ø, na: −max

CP 
+max −min

CP, TP 
±max −min

TP, ?vP  
−max ±min

❖ Task: settings for different languages

#3: Why?

❖ Syntax leads an independent (indulging) live

❖ Other factors are pulling against the most economical 
structure, e.g.:

❖ Uniformity outranks vacuous structure
❖ All complements are CPs
❖ Location of finiteness, tense
❖ Restriction against Merge of V & TP
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#4: Ambiguous/vague classifications
❖ Try: irrealis, semi-intensional, but tenseless; many 

languages have two versions of try, which may behave 
differently.

❖ Verbs that are both speech and irrealis verbs; e.g., promise 
(make a promise, give one’s word); can go in either or both 
classes (languages may differ).

❖ Lexical gaps; many languages do not have a separate word 
for decide; may be realized as a speech verb.

❖ Coercion, class-shift may also be possible.
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Back to ECM & clause reduction
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German restructuring
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The issue

❖ Under a CP-omission approach to ECM it is difficult 
to account for the lack of ECM in any language that 
shows restructuring effects.

❖ In German and Dutch, for instance, CP-omission 
clearly exists, and so does AcI (Case and theta-role 
come from different predicates). Thus all the 
preconditions for ECM seem to be met.
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More generally

❖ CPs cross-linguistically block restructuring 
phenomena.

❖ The class of verbs that resist restructuring 
complements (i.e., prohibit clause reduction) are 
attitude and speech predicates.

❖ Yet these predicates form the core of ECM in English, 
which, at least in the bigger picture, makes clause 
reduction for ECM suspicious/unlikely.
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More generally
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Clause reduction & ECM Attitude Future Tenseless
Restructuring: Italian-type * * ✓
Restructuring: German-type * ✓ ✓
ECM (English) ✓ * *

Typology of complements
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Complement 
type

Syntactic relation of 
complement subject 
and complement 
predicate

Range of inflectional 
categories

Classification

Indicative Same as main clause Same as main clause S-like 
(nearly) identical to main 
declarative clause

Subjunctive Same as main clause Partly reduced S-like 
differs from declarative 
main clause

Infinitive Predicate cannot form 
a constituent with 
subject

Reduced, no subject-
verb agreement

Reduced

Noonan 2007



Semantic properties

Time reference is different between s-like complements 
(indicative/subjunctive) and reduced complements 
(infinitive):

❖ DTR (determined time reference) and ITR 
(independent time reference). 

❖ DTR are reduced complements such as infinitives, 
ITR are s-like complements such as indicatives an 
subjunctives.
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Matrix predicates and complement clause selection

Complement type Matrix predicate type

S-like (indicative/subjunctive) utterance predicates, propositional attitude 
predicates, pretence predicates, commentative 
predicates

Both, S-like and reduced predicates of knowledge, predicates of fearing, 
desiderative predicates

Reduced (infinitive) Manipulative predicates, modal predicates, 
achievement predicates, phasal predicates, 
immediate perception predicates

Noonan 2007 summary
❖ All languages have an s-like indicative complement type

❖ All languages have some sort of reduced complement type

Languages with 2 complement types: DTR (reduced) and 
ITR (non-reduced) complements

Languages with 3 complement types: indicative, 
subjunctive, infinitive

Languages with 4 complement types: indicative, 
subjunctive, 2 non-s-like complement types
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Dixon 2006

Type Reference Structure Subject Time reference Verbs
FACT Fact, that 

something 
has 
happened

Similar to 
full clause 
(TAM-
marking)

Same or 
different 
subject

Independent 
time reference 
(ITR)

think, imagine, dream, 
assume, remember, 
forget, know, 
understand, believe, 
recognize, discover, say, 
inform, report, can, 
wish.
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Dixon 2006

Type Reference Structure Subject Time reference Verbs
ACTIVITY Ongoing 

activity
Similar to 
NP (less 
TAM-
marking)

Same or 
different 
subject

Often: time 
reference by a 
lexical element (e.g. 
,,Wednesday’’)

see, hear, like, fear, 
enjoy, describe, 
begin, continue
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Dixon 2006

Type Reference Structure Subject Time reference Verbs
POTENTIAL Potentiality 

of the 
embedded 
subject

Between 
sentence-
like and NP 
(no TAM-
marking) 
verb often 
infinitive

Some 
languages: 
same 
subject  
obligatory

Dependent 
time reference 
(DTR)

promise, threaten, 
order, persuade, 
should, try, want, 
make

Givón 1980
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❖ Complements 
characterized along a 
scale of ‘clausehood’.

❖ Alines semantic 
types of 
complements with 
syntactic factors:
❖ Binding 

hierarchy: 
(in)dependence of 
the embedded 
subject.

❖ Syntactic coding: 
form of 
embedded clause

Givón 1980
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❖ Binding hierarchy:  
The stronger the 
influence exerted over 
the agent of the 
complement clause by 
the agent of the main-
clause verb, by whatever 
means, the higher is the 
main-clause verb on the 
binding scale.

❖ Syntactic coding:  
The higher a verb is 
on the binding scale, 
the less would its 
complement tend to 
be syntactically coded 
as an independent/
main clause.

Givón: low ⇠ ⇢ high



Common properties

❖ Single languages typically distinguish between three 
types of complements (in terms of (in)dependence)

❖ Distinctions/groupings: semantic and/or formal 

❖ Variation in the inventory and some of the groupings

❖ But: the variation is systematic and follows what we 
call the restructuring signature, an implicational 
universal.
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❖ Restructuring 
signature

❖ Implicational 
hierarchy as a deep 
universal

❖ Variation can 
neutralize contrasts 
but not go against 
the restructuring 
hierarchy
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Attitude Future, irrealis Tenseless

The restructuring signature
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Summary
Attitude Future Tenseless

Independence 
(subject, tense)

Least 
dependent

Somewhat 
dependent

Most  
dependent

Complement 
complexity Full Partly reduced Most reduced

❖ Proposal: Dependence is an effect of 
semantically triggered syntactic complexity

❖ Different degrees of clausehood and restructuring 
signature effects are observable cross-linguistically 
through morphological, syntactic, semantic, and 
processing differences.

❖ Language-specific factors often mask common 
properties among languages when viewed only on the 
surface, but languages nevertheless share core 
grammatical properties at a more abstract level such as 
the predictable variable structural complexity.
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Universality and variation
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The restructuring hierarchy
Attitude Future Tenseless

Complement 
complexity

+max −max, −min +min

❖ No language/property shows anti-REST.HIER effects in that 
transparency/dependence increases from right to left.

❖ No language/property shows anti-REST.HIER effects in that 
complexity decreases from right to left.

❖ Conclusion: Believe-type complements are unlikely to 
show clause reduction.

Instead…
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A different approach

❖ Large ECM does not involve CP-omission, but a 
special, language-specific property of C that renders 
Spec,CP a thematic A-position.

❖ English, Icelandic have this property.

❖ Languages without large ECM lack it.
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A preview
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XP

X
DP

V
v

❖ XP=CP: large ECM

❖ XP=vP: small ECM

❖ ECM is not simply a 
locality issue but 
there are additional 
thematic 
requirements 



Thank you!

Sabine Laszakovits
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❖ Try-type complements tend to be non-finite and finite complements are 
impossible or marked.

❖ Propositional attitude/speech complements tend to be finite and non-finite 
complements are impossible or marked.

❖ If a language allows both finite and non-finite attitude/speech complements, 
the class of verbs allowing non-finite attitude/speech complements is a 
subset of the verbs allowing finite attitude/speech complements.

❖ Shifted indexicals tend to only be possible in propositional attitude, speech, 
and/or factive complements (with sub-hierarchies among those).

❖ Speaker-oriented particles or modifiers tend to only be possible in 
propositional attitude and/or speech complements.
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C-domain
❖ The interpretation of silent embedded subjects is freest 

in propositional attitude/speech complements.

❖ The interpretation of the embedded subjects in tenseless 
complements is the most restricted, usually triggering an 
exhaustive control interpretation and disallowing no-
control or partial control interpretations. 

❖ Overt subjects tend to be possible in propositional 
attitude/speech and future complements, but are 
marked or impossible in tenseless complements.
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Subject properties

❖ If a language realizes complex events via aspectual affixes, the verbal 
elements of the try-class are the most likely to occur as aspectual affixes 
or converbs (with sub-hierarchies among those).

❖ The tense interpretation is freest in propositional/speech complements 
and most restricted in try-type complements.

❖ Independent temporal modification tends to be possible in 
propositional/speech and future complements but not in tenseless 
complements.

❖ Embedded sentential negation is possible in propositional attitude/
speech complements, but tends to be impossible in tenseless 
complements.
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T/I-domain
❖ Matrix negation tends to be able to license embedded negative elements (e.g, 

negative concord, NPIs) in tenseless complements, in some languages also in 
future complements, but least often in propositional attitude/speech 
complements.

❖ Quantifier raising is easiest from tenseless complements, harder from future 
complements, and most difficult from propositional attitude/speech 
complements.

❖ If a language allows non-local scrambling or clitic climbing, propositional 
attitude/speech complements block it, tenseless complements tend to allow it, 
and future complements may or may not allow it.

❖ Long passive or other forms of (non-scrambling type) long object movement 
tend to only be possible in tenseless complements.
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Transparency


